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Thank you for purchasing from the Create Shelving range for conference rooms!

The simple assembly means that the shelf can be fitted to a sturdy brick wall
in the shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to ensure that careful assembly gives you years
of service.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical
specification.

22. Never place heavy objects onto the shelf.
33. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
44.. Take care in positioning the shelving to avoid it being

knocked.
55.. Never place hot pans onto the shelf.

66. Avoid subjecting the shelf to impact.
77. Never sit or stand on the shelf.
88.. The shelf is not suitable for rough use
99.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

200mm

300mm

200mm

300mm

11.. Unpack the bracket pair and glass shelf.

22.. Using an M8 masonry drill bit, drill two horizontally
level holes, 200mm from the meeting point of each
wall (corner), determining the position of the brackets.

33.. Push grey plugs into the drilled holes. 

44.. Screw the brackets to the wall, and unscrew shelf-
retaining screw.

55.. Slide the shelf into the brackets, then tighten retaining
screw underneath the shelf so that the shelf is secure.

66.. Adjust, check the glass is held securely, and add up to
10 kilos of storage.
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Thank you for purchasing from the Create Shelving range for retail display!

The simple assembly means that the shelf can be fitted to a sturdy brick wall
in the shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to ensure that careful assembly gives you years
of service.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical
specification.

22. Never place heavy objects onto the shelf.
33. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
44.. Take care in positioning the shelving to avoid it being

knocked.
55.. Never place hot pans onto the shelf.

66. Avoid subjecting the shelf to impact.
77. Never sit or stand on the shelf.
88.. The shelf is not suitable for rough use
99.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
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11.. Unpack the bracket pair and glass shelf.

22.. Using an M8 masonry drill bit, drill two horizontally
level holes, 200mm from the meeting point of each
wall (corner), determining the position of the brackets.

33.. Push grey plugs into the drilled holes. 

44.. Screw the brackets to the wall, and unscrew shelf-
retaining screw.

55.. Slide the shelf into the brackets, then tighten retaining
screw underneath the shelf so that the shelf is secure.

66.. Adjust, check the glass is held securely, and add up to
10 kilos of storage.
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Thank you for purchasing from the Create Shelving range for conference rooms!

The simple assembly means that the shelf can be fitted to a sturdy brick wall
in the shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to ensure that careful assembly gives you years
of service.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical
specification.

22.. Never place heavy objects onto the shelf.
33.. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
44.. Take care in positioning the shelving to avoid it being

knocked.
55.. Never place hot pans onto the shelf.

66.. Avoid subjecting the shelf to impact.
77.. Never sit or stand on the shelf.
88.. The shelf is not suitable for rough use
99.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1/4 2/4 1/4

11.. Unpack the bracket pair and glass shelf.

22.. Using an 8mm masonry drill bit, drill two horizontally
level holes, proportionally spaced as per diagram. (I.e.
holes 500mm apart for the 1000mm shelves). 

33.. Push grey plugs into the drilled holes. 

44.. Screw the brackets to the wall, and unscrew shelf-
retaining screw.

55.. Slide the shelf into the brackets, then tighten retaining
screw underneath the shelf so that the shelf is secure.

66.. Adjust, check the glass is held securely, and add up to
10 kilos of storage.
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Thank you for purchasing the Create Shelving range for retail display!

The simple assembly means that the shelf can be fitted to a sturdy brick wall
in the shortest of times.

Please take a few moments to ensure that careful assembly gives you years
of service.

Futureglass is a proud member of
the Association for British Furniture

Manufacturers

11.. Replace any damaged glass with that of identical
specification.

22.. Never place heavy objects onto the shelf.
33.. Use a suitable non-abrasive glass cleaner.
44.. Take care in positioning the shelving to avoid it being

knocked.
55.. Never place hot pans onto the shelf.

66.. Avoid subjecting the shelf to impact.
77.. Never sit or stand on the shelf.
88.. The shelf is not suitable for rough use
99.. In the unlikely event of breakage, a competent person

must clear thoroughly the area of sharp shards of
glass, which may cut.

The glass supplied is toughened to BS6206A for safety. In order to maximize this safety; please follow the following precautions. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1/4 2/4 1/4

11.. Unpack the bracket pair and glass shelf.

22.. Using an 8mm masonry drill bit, drill two horizontally
level holes, proportionally spaced as per diagram. (I.e.
holes 500mm apart for the 1000mm shelves). 

33.. Push grey plugs into the drilled holes. 

44.. Screw the brackets to the wall, and unscrew shelf-
retaining screw.

55.. Slide the shelf into the brackets, then tighten retaining
screw underneath the shelf so that the shelf is secure.

66.. Adjust, check the glass is held securely, and add up to
10 kilos of storage.


